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Introduction

One of the actual and at the same time not completely solved
problems of modern traumatology is the treatment of bone

defects. Presently, to eliminate this problem, a large number
of biocomposite calcium-phosphate materials has been
developed and used, which resemble bone tissue by their
chemical structure.1 One of the most famous components of
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Abstract Introduction For the treatment of bone defects, a considerably large number of
biocomposite calcium-phosphate materials has been developed and used. However, in
the scientific literature, there is no information about the comparative effect of
biocomposite materials based on β-tricalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite, and col-
lagen on the dynamics of healing of the defect of compact bone tissue.
Materials and Methods The experiment was performed on 48 white Wistar rats. In
the middle third of the femoral shaft, a perforated defect 2.5 mm in diameter was
reproduced in the bone marrow canal, which was filled with the calcium phosphate
material Collapan (Intermedapatit, Moscow, Russia) (hydroxyapatite/collagen/antibio-
tics) in the animals of the first group, and with Guidor easy-graft Crystal (Sunstar S.A.,
Etoy, Switzerland) (hydroxyapatite/β-tricalcium phosphate) in the animals of
the second group. Fragments of the injured bones were examined on the 15th and
30th days by light microscopy with morphometry and scanning electron microscopy.
Results It was found that, in the area of implantation of Collapan and of Guidor easy-
graft Crystal, signs of inflammation were not detected, and osteogenic cells exhibited
high topism to biocomposite materials. The biomaterials during the entire period of
the experiment are subjected to resorption and replacement by the bone tissue of the
regenerate. On the 15th and 30th days of the experiment, the predominance in the rate
of biomaterial resorption (of 35.04% and 53.47%, respectively) and the formation of
regenerate bone tissue (of 58.67% and 50.47%, respectively) was in the area of
implantation of Collapan.
Conclusion The biocomposite materials tested exhibit a high biocompatibility,
osteoconductive properties, and good integration with the tissues of the regenerate.
However, the biocomposite material Collapan undergoes resorption and replacement
by the bone tissue of the regenerate much faster, and Guidor easy-graft Crystal
provides stability of the defect volume of compact bone tissue due to full resorption
and good integration with the tissues of the regenerate.
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these materials is hydroxyapatite, which was declared by
Professor S. Kaufman in 1997 at the international Congress of
Implantology in Germany as “the best medical material of all
time.”2 To create biocomposite drugs, hydroxyapatite is often
combined with β-tricalcium phosphate, or with organic
natural and synthetic polymers (collagen, polycaprolactone,
etc.). Due to this, biocomposite materials acquire properties
that were not present in its individual components. It is
known that β-tricalcium phosphate undergoes resorption
faster than hydroxyapatite; therefore, due to changes in their
ratio in one biocomposite drug, it became possible to reg-
ulate the process of resorption of calciumphosphatematerial
in the area of implantation.3–7 At the same time, it was found
that this biocompositematerial undergoes partial resorption
and, primarily due to the β-tricalcium phosphate and hydro-
xyapatite, remains at the site of the defect for a longer period,
ensuring the prevention of atrophy and the preservation of
the volume of the bone tissue.8,9 With the help of biocom-
posite materials, in which hydroxyapatite is combined with
collagen, there appears an opportunity to fill the deficiency
not only of mineral but also organic components of the bone
in the bone defect.1

There are also numerous publications about biocomposite
calcium phosphate materials that prove their safety, bio-
compatibility, inertness to biological tissues, the ability to
osseointegration and gradual biodegradation, to produce
osteoconductive influence on the reparative osteogenesis,
and to positively influence the restoration of the structure of
the injured bone.10–17 However, despite this, among the
variety of biocomposite materials, it is difficult to identify
the best one, so professionals need to focus on their basic
properties, advantages, and disadvantages, in order to make
the right choice in a particular clinical situation. One of the
important criteria of this choice is the dynamics of the rate of
biodegradation of the calcium phosphate material and its
replacement by the specific structures of the regenerate.
However, this information for some commercial biocompo-
site drugs (based on hydroxyapatite , β-tricalcium phos-
phate, and collagen) is completely absent, and for others it
is obtained in experiments on the bones of the skull and on
trabecular bones.4,5,7,16,18,19 At the same time, we did not
find any information on studies of the comparative effect of
different biocomposite materials on the dynamics of healing
of a defect of compact bone tissue in the scientific literature.
In addition, in the morphological studies of the regenerative
process of the bone after implantation into its defect of
biocomposite materials based on β-tricalcium phosphate,
hydroxyapatite, and collagen, the electron microscopic char-
acteristics of the bone regenerate are absent.

We would also like to note that the dynamics of biode-
gradation of biomaterials and their replacement by tissue-
specific regenerate structures can be influenced by many
factors, such as the size of the defect, bone regeneration
potential, and characteristics of the osteoplastic material
(manufacturer, composition, geometric shape, total porosity,
pore size, design, size, etc.).1 All this suggests that, for a more
predictable effect of biocompositematerials on the dynamics
of thehealing of bone defects, their pilotmodels are required.

On the latter, in standard conditions and with the help of
various researchmethods, it is possible to study and compare
with each other osteoplastic materials, which optimize
reparative osteogenesis. Therefore, the aim of our work
was to compare the effect of biocomposite calcium phos-
phate materials that differ in composition, origin, manufac-
turer, and microscopic structure on the healing process of
the experimental defect of compact bone tissue.

Material and Methods

The experiment was performed on 48 8-month-old white
Wistar rats with the weight of 250 � 10 g. All of the
procedureswere agreedwith the Commission on Biomedical
Ethics of the Sumy State University, Sumy, Ukraine (minutes
number 1/1 of 24.01.2018). The study protocol was done
according to the provisions “European Community Directive
of 24 November 1986 on the maintenance and use of
laboratory animals for research purposes.” Before the sur-
gery, the animals were initially injected with 2.5 mg/kg of
intramuscular acepromazine and, 5 minutes later, with 75
mg/kg of intramuscular ketamine (Calypsol; Gedeon Richter,
Budapest, Hungary). After the induction of anesthesia in the
animals, a defect of the medullary canal with a diameter of
2.5 mm was reproduced under aseptic conditions in the
middle third of the femoral diaphysis using a portable drill
(Korund-NX, VIOLA, Kiev, Ukraine) with a spherical cutter at
low speed with cooling. Then, the experimental animals
were divided into 2 groups:

Group 1 (24 rats) – the defect was filled with the bioma-
terial Collapan (Intermedapatit, Moscow, Russia; registra-
tion number 2011/10304 FES) (►Fig. 1), which is an artificial
granular biocomposite material consisting of nanostruc-
tured hydroxyapatite, of collagen type I from the skin of
cattle, and of antibiotics (gentamicin).16

Group2 (24 rats)– thedefectwasfilledwith thebiomaterial
Guidor easy-graft Crystal (Sunstar S.A., Etoy, Switzerland;
registration number 2008/03310 FES). The preparation is
produced in the syringe with granules and a vial with the
organic solvent BioLinker (Sunstar S.A., Etoy, Switzerland). The

Fig. 1 Granule of the osteoplastic material Collapan (3.55 mm).
Electronic scanning image. 25x magnification.
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granules consist of 40% β-tricalcium phosphate and 60%
hydroxyapatite, and BioLinker, which consists of water and
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). Each granule of the material
(►Fig. 2) is covered with a thin (10 μm) polymer of polylactic
and polyglycolic acid (PLGA), which is capable of
resorption.4,17

Before the injection of the material into the defect, the
granules were soaked in the BioLinker liquid, which tempora-
rily softened the outer shell of the granules and provided their
bonding. In this case, the material gained a lamellar mass
consistency, which was easy to model in the shape of the
defect. After injecting thematerial into the bone defect, it was
soaked with blood, which ensured the removal of BioLinker,
and the material began to harden within minutes. Thus, a
stable porous mass with microcells inside the granules with a
size ranging from1 to 10 μmandwithmacrocells between the
separate granules was formed.

After implanting into the bone defect of biocomposite
materials, the wound was tightly stitched with silk thread
through all of the layers of the soft cover, the seam was
treated with 3% alcohol solution of iodine. Then, during the
next 3 days after the operation, for the prevention of septic
complications, the postoperative seam was treated with an
alcohol solution of iodine, and ketorolac (JSC Synthesis,
Kurgan, Russia) was injected intramuscularly at a dose of
0.6 mg 2 times a day for analgesia.

Next, on the 15th and 30th days after the surgery, the
animals were sacrificed by decapitation under deep ether
anesthesia, followed by a study of the injured bones using
light microscopy with morphometry and scanning electron
microscopy.

For light microscopy, we extracted the fragments of the
femoral bones from the site of implantation of the osteoplastic
material and fixed them in 10% solution of neutral formalin.
After washing withwater, the bone sampleswere subjected to
decalcification in 5% aqueous solution of Trilon B (thylenedia-
minetetraacetic acid) (BASF, Ludwigshagen, Germany), dehy-
drated in alcohols of increasing concentration andpoured into
paraffin. Histological sections were made with a Sannomiya

Reichert microtome (Reichert 820H HistoSTAT Microtome,
Austin, Texas, United States), stained with hematoxylin and
eosin, analyzed at anOlympus lightmicroscope (OlympusBH2
Microscope, Tokyo, Japan) and photographed with a digital
camera (Canon EOS-300D, Tokyo, Japan).20

Morphometry of the obtained digital microphotographs
was performed using a computer programVideoTest Size 5.0
(Video Test-Size 5.0, LLC Microscope Service, St. Petersburg,
Russia). With the help of the latter, the area occupied by
bone, connective tissue of the regenerate and fragments of
biocomposite materials in the site of injury was measured.

For scanning electron microscopy, we extracted the frag-
ments of the femur from the implanted osteoplastic material
and placed the samples in a glutaraldehyde holder. In one
day, the samples were washed in phosphate buffer, fixed in
1% osmium tetroxide (OsO4) solution and dehydrated in
ethanol of increasing concentrations. Then, the bone frag-
mentswere glued onmetal tableswith electricity conductive
adhesive, sprayed with carbon dust in standard vacuum
installation of VUP-5 type and examined with a SEM 106-I
electron microscope (Selmi, Sumy, Ukraine).

Using light and scanning electron microscopy, we estab-
lished themorphological characteristics of the newly formed
tissue-specific structures of the regenerate, and the nature of
their interaction with the osteoplastic materials Collapan
and Guidor easy-graft Crystal. Using these methods, we also
investigated the state of the structure of the adjacent to the
place of implantation maternal bone.21 The resulting digital
valueswere treated statistically by calculating the arithmetic
mean (M) and its standard error (SE). The significance of
differences between the indicators of the animals of the 1st

and 2nd groups, at the 15th and the 30th days, was evaluated
using the Student-t test with the use of the statistical soft-
wareMicrosoft Excel XP (Microsoft, Redmond,WA, USA). The
differences were considered significant at p < 0.05.

Results

On the 15th day of the experiment in animals of the 1st and
2nd groups, the defect was filled with bone and connective
tissues of the regenerate, which were formed directly on the
surface of the biocomposite materials Collapan and Guidor
easy-graft Crystal. In this case, bone tissue was located
mainly in the peripheral, and connective tissue in the central
part of the defect. The connective tissue included fibroblasts,
collagen fibers, vessels and fragments of implanted materi-
als. On the outer surface and inside the Collapan and Guidor
easy-graft Crystal, appeared osteogenic cells that formed foci
of fibrogenesis and osteogenesis. The newly formed tissue-
specific structures of the regenerate divided the Collapan
granules into separate small fragments and integrated them
into their structures. However, in the animals of the 2nd

group, there were not only small fragments, but in the vast
majority there were large granules of Guidor easy-graft
Crystal of rounded shape, which were also integrated into
the bone and into the connective tissue of the regenerate. In
addition, there were places in which there were layers of
connective tissue between the fragments of the implanted

Fig. 2 Granule of the osteoplastic material Guidor easy-graft Crystal
(518 µm). Electronic scanning image. 150x magnification.
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materials and the bone tissue of the regenerate, as well as
areas of direct contact of bone tissue with biocomposite
materials (►Fig. 3).

The bone tissue of the regenerate at the site of implanta-
tion of Collapan and Guidor easy-graft Crystal was presented
by bone ravine, which formed small- and large-loopy net
structures. The latter in animals of the 1st group occupied
55.46 � 2.56% of the entire defect area, and 22.92 � 1.67% in
animals of the second group (p < 0.05). In addition, in
animals of both groups, the bone tissue of the regenerate
contained in its composition a significant number of primary
osteoblasts, of osteocytes, and integrated small fragments of
implanted materials. Primary osteoblasts and osteocytes
� between 10 and 15 µ in size were located in bone lacunas,
had polygonal or oval shapes, and short processes (►Fig. 4).

In the inter-ravine spaces of the bone tissue, there were
fragments of calcium phosphate materials and connective
tissue of the regenerate, which in animals of the first group
occupied 25.48 � 1.4% and 19.06 � 1.13%, respectively, and
in animals of the second group occupied 39.23 � 1.45% and
37.85 � 1.52% of the entire defect area, respectively
(p < 0.05). It should also be noted that there were no signs
of inflammation in the implantation site of Collapan and of
Guidor easy-graft Crystal, and the maternal bone adjacent to
the defect site was characterized by the presence of bone
lacunae with typical osteocytes in its composition.

On the 30th day of the experiment in the area of implanta-
tion of Collapan andGuidor easy-graft Crystal therewas found
bone tissue, which had coarse-fiber and lamellar structure.
The bone lacunas contained osteoblasts and osteocytes, which
had a flattened or polygonal shape, a complex surface relief,
short processes, and a size of 15 microns (►Fig. 5).

In addition to bone tissue in the defect area of the animals
of the 2nd group, small fragments and solid granules of
Guidor easy-graft Crystal were detected, and in the site of
implantation of Collapan, only small fragments of a biocom-
posite material were detected. There were also places of
direct contact of bone tissue with calcium phosphate mate-
rials, as well as places in which thin layers of connective
tissue were located between them. Compared with the 15th
day of the experiment in the area of the defect of animals of
the first and second groups, the amount of the bone tissue of
the regenerate (69.16 � 2.9% and 34.25 � 1.64%) increased
by 24.7% (p < 0.05) and 49.43% (p < 0.05), and the amount of
biomaterial residues (16.39 � 0.93% and 35.23 � 1.49%), on
the contrary, decreased by 35.67% (p < 0.05) and 10.19%
(p > 0.05). The intertrabeular space of the reticular fibrous
bone tissue was filled with fragments of biocomposite
materials (Collapan, Guidor easy-graft Crystal) and with
connective tissue of the regenerate (►Fig. 6).

The connective tissue of the regenerate, in the composi-
tion of which fibroblasts were well traced, collagen fibers

Fig. 3 The area of the femoral defect of the rat on the 15th day after the
implantation of Collapan (hematoxylin and eosin). Near the edges of the
maternal bone (MB), there is a reticular fibrous bone tissue (1), and at a
distance from it, there is mainly connective tissue (2), in the structures of
which there are particles of the implanted material (3). bar ¼ 20 μm

Fig. 4 The area of the femoral defect of the rat on the 15th day after
the implantation of Guidor easy-graft Crystal. Primary osteoblast (1)
and osteocyte (2) in the lacunas of reticular fibrous bone tissue, which
is formed on the surface of the osteoplastic material. Electronic
scanning image. 5000x magnification.

Fig. 5 The area femoral defect of the rat on the 30th day after the
implantation of Collapan. Primary osteoblast (1) in the lacuna of the
bone tissue of regenerate, which is formed on the surface of the
osteoplastic material. Electronic scanning image. 5000x
magnification.
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and vessels occupied 16.39 � 0.93% in animals of the first
group, and in animals of the second group - 30.51 � 1.63% of
the entire defect area (p < 0.05), which in turn was 24.18%
(p < 0.05) and 19.39% (p < 0.05) less compared to the pre-
vious observation period. It should also be noted that, as in
the previous period of observation in the area of implanta-
tion of Collapan and Guidor easy-graft Crystal there were no
signs of inflammation, osteogenic cells showed a high tro-
picity to the studied biomaterials, and the maternal bone
adjacent to the site of the defect was characterized by the
presence of lacunae with typical osteocytes.

Discussion

The study conducted using light and scanning electron
microscopy showed that the dynamics of healing of the
defect of the femoral shaft had both common features and
differences depending on the calcium phosphate material
implanted in its cavity. Common features include the fact
that the biocomposite materials Collapan and Guidor easy-
graft Crystal during the whole period of the experiment
demonstrated a high biocompatibility, as evidenced by the
absence of inflammation, necrosis, and necrobiosis osteo-
cytes in the maternal bones in the place of their implanta-
tion. These results are consistent with the data of most
researchers.4,8,15,17–19,22–24 In addition, the microscopic
examination revealed a high topicity of osteogenic cells to
the calcium phosphate materials Collapan and Guidor easy-
graft Crystal. At the same time, Köhli also observed the
penetration of osteogenic cells into the calcium phosphate
material Guidor easy-graft Crystal at the 4th and 16th weeks
after its implantation into bone defects in rabbit skulls.4

However, Berchenko et al did not indicate the topicity of
cellular elements to the granules of the biocomposite mate-
rial Collapan on the 30th, 60th and 90th days after its implan-
tation into defects in the epiphyses of tibias of rats. But the

authors reported osteoblasts in the bone tissue, which were
formed directlyon the surface of Collapan, and the absence of
fibroblasts on the surface of the osteoplastic material.18 In
our study, at all periods of observation, osteogenic cells were
located and formed foci of fibrogenesis and osteogenesis,
both on the outer surface and inside the biocomposite
materials Collapan and Guidor easy-graft Crystal. It should
be noted that the established fact is also the proof of the good
integration of tissue-specific structures of the regenerate
with biocomposite materials and the manifestation of their
osteoconductive properties. This is connected with the fact
that one of the definitions of osteoconduction is the ability of
osteogenic cells to use osteoplastic material as a platform for
attachment and generation on the surface and in its cavities
of the tissue-specific structures of the regenerate.14

Another common feature of the materials Collapan and
Guidor easy-graft Crystal was foundwith the help of light and
raster electronmicroscopy. Thus, in the area of their implanta-
tion, at all periods of observation, only signs of desmal osteo-
genesis were revealed, as evidenced by the formations in the
cavity of the defect of the bone and connective tissues of the
regenerate. At the same time, in the defect cavity, there were
places on the surface of Collapan andGuidor easy-graft Crystal
where only bone tissuewas formed andmatured, but a part of
the osteoplastic materials was integrated into the connective
tissue of the regenerate. It was also observed a direct integra-
tion of small residues of Guidor easy-graft Crystal and of
Collapan with the bone tissue of the regenerate, and between
their large fragments and the bone tissue of the regenerate
there remained a thin layer of connective tissue. Consequently,
the studied osteoplastic materials (Collapan and Guidor easy-
graft Crystal) were well integrated with tissue-specific regen-
erate structures–bothwithbone andconnective tissue.At this
stage, wewant to focus especially on the drug Collapan, which
most researchers report thatonlybone tissueof the regenerate
was formed on its surface, and that connective tissue was not
observed on the surface of the biocomposite material.16,18,19

We have not found this information about the Guidor easy-
graft Crystal in the literature. According to the results of our
study,we can say that not only bone, but also connective tissue
of the regenerate is formed on the surface of the calcium
phosphate material Collapan implanted into the femoral shaft
defect, and the implant fragmentsarewell integrated into their
structures.

The present study also found that thebone and connective
tissues of the regenerate, which were formed directly on the
surface and inside the biocomposite materials, separated
them into separate fragments and integrated them into their
structures. It should be noted that, during the entire period
of the experiment, Collapan was divided into the smallest
fragments and integrated into the tissue-specific structures
of the regenerate. Its consistency in comparison with Guidor
easy-graft Crystal granules is soft, which, in our opinion, is an
explanation for its division into small fragments already on
the 15th day of the experiment. In turn, Guidor easy-graft
Crystal was also divided into smaller fragments. However, in
comparison with Collapan, this speed was much slower,
because during the entire period of the experiment, in the

Fig. 6 The area of the femoral defect of the rat on the 30th day after
the implantation of Guidor easy-graft Crystal (hematoxylin and
eosin). Solid granules of Guidor easy-graft Crystal (1) and their small
fragments (2) integrated into the bone (3) and connective (4) tissues
of the regenerate. bar ¼ 20 μm.
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area of the defect of compact bone tissue, in the vastmajority,
the solid, round shape of granules of the biocomposite
material Guidor easy-graft Crystal was preserved.

We would also like to note that one of the most important
propertiesofcalcium-phosphateosteoplasticmaterials is their
ability to resorption and replacement by tissue-specific regen-
erate structures. The literature presents works on the effect of
biocomposite materials Collapan and Guidor easy-graft Crys-
tal on thehealing of bone defects. However, these studieswere
performed on the bones of the skull and on trabecular bones.
For example, Schmidlin et al observed in their study that the
frontal and parietal bones defects of rabbits had a tumor of the
regenerate bone tissue directly on the surface of the Guidor
easy-graft Crystal granules. However, the percentage of bone
tissue at the 4th and 16th weeks after the Guidor easy-graft
Crystal implantation was relatively small (20.16 � 5.27% and
22.40 � 5.54%, respectively) and, most importantly, between
them there was no statistically significant difference.12

According to the authors, one of the factors that could affect
this is the low rate of resorption of osteoplastic material. Slow
biodegradation of the Biphase material according to Lindgren
C. and co-authorsmay be due to the fact that only β-tricalcium
phosphate phase of the drug is subjected to resorption, while
hydroxylapatite does not dissolve for a long time and retains
the area occupied by it. In our experiment, the Guidor easy-
graft Crystal was also subjected to resorption very slowly, as
evidenced by an unreliable difference in its remains in the
implantation site on the 15th (39.23 � 1.45%) and 30th
(35.23 � 1.49%) day of observation. However, using the mor-
phometric method, we also established the dynamics of
changes in the quantitative parameters of the implant, bone
and connective tissueof the regenerate in thebonedefect area.
Analyzing the morphometric parameters in animals of both
experimental groups, it should be noted that both on the 15th
and30thdays of the experiment, the predominance of the rate
of resorption of the biomaterial (of 35.04% [p < 0.05], and of
53.47% [p < 0.05], respectively) and the formation of thebone
tissue of the regenerate (58.67% [p < 0.05], and 50.47%
[p < 0.05], respectively) was in the phase of implantation of
Collapan, and the amount of connective tissue in the area of
implantation of Collapan (19.06 � 1.13%, and 14.45 � 1.1%,
respectively) was almost two times less (p < 0.05) than in the
area of implantation of Guidor easy-graft Crystal
(37.85 � 1.52%, and 30.51 � 1.63%, respectively).

Conclusion

Thus, the examined biocomposite materials in the area of the
defect of compact bone tissue exhibit a high biocompatibility,
osteoconductive properties and good integration with the
tissues of the regenerate. However, the biocomposite material
Collapan is subjected much faster to resorption and replace-
ment by the bone tissue of regenerate, and Guidor easy-graft
Crystal ensures the stability of the volume of the defect of
compact bone tissue due to good integration with tissue-
specific structures of the regenerate and to the absence of
reliable signs of resorption throughout the duration of the
experiment.
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